Aquarius - 2011
General :The year of 2011 for Aquarius zodiac sign born natives will be good for those trying to their luck in
career and Job prospect and you would get more opportunity during this year but a control on your
behavior is much required. HOROSCOPE SOLUTIONS Astrologer says “In this year 2011 you will be
able you win over your enemies and oppositions. For love and romance this year is going to be mixed
result but in the 3 & 4th quarter you will enjoy the cement romantic bond.” For Aquarius sun sign born
long term relationship this year is also favorable. You would be successful in launching new venture
and your tensions would lessen in this year 2011. This year 2011 is also be a good year to purchase
your own property. Aquarius zodiac sign born will be hyper active and overtly ambitious. Aquarius
natives can create an immediate impact on people around as well. With your efforts you will be able to
improve your skills and would be able to achieve desirable goals.
Love and Relationships :In the start of the year 2011 Aquarius sun sign born natives may need to exercise caution and care,
while discussing about love relationship or problems related to family. Your opinions and views may
be taken in the wrong way. During the March 2011 you would try to please partner and would be able
to form a much stronger relationship. During the months of May and June 2011 Aquarius zodiac sign
born are advised to remain careful in love affair because chance of facing some testing times will be
very high. Keep in mind that failure on your part could spoil your relationship. Make sure you spend
time to know & understand romantic partner. Grab the romantic opportunity to embark on an
everlasting relationship. On the family front Understanding the feelings of family members will enable
to sort out the prevailing problems. During the month of August to November 2011 love and romance
will be on the high rise for some of you. Avoid harboring the envious feelings towards others
especially at domestic front. It is high time to get rid of your egoistic & proudly behavior otherwise it
will prevent from developing relations. For Aquarius sun sign born romantic partner is likely to be the
source of inspiration. Your love will take your imaginations to scaling heights as you visualize romantic
encounters with partner. The macro indications are that sudden changes will be better for you from
the long term point of view. HOROSCOPE SOLUTIONS Astrologers say “Avoid discussing your
Family problem with your friends and trying to sort out the things with your thinking. Your devoted &
unquestioned love will be rewarded as lover/beloved reciprocates. Your romantic life takes a turn for
the better.”.

Work/Profession, Career/Business :In the year 2011 Aquarius zodiac sign born native will be much focused about business and career
prospects. Your concentration will bring good result. A budget would enable to keep expense under
control thus paving the way for saving the money. Aquarius sun sign born would not be bothered
about future and will savior the present. During the month of July to August 2011 Joint ventures and
new business partnership are possible which will ensure a safe and secure finances. Aquarius zodiac
sign born should focus on important issues for developing your business and making new project
plans for future in the year 2011. Calculated steps at professional front will be rewarded. You need to
plan properly to avoid any kind of miscellaneous expenditure. This year 2011 is also seen positive to
take some practical decisions keeping certain facts in mind. Chances of promotions and getting
reward will be possible during the month of April to May 2011. HOROSCOPE SOLUTIONS Astrologer
advices : Sometimes it is better to take very little step to avoid any losses in your business. Take
advice from seniors at your work front. Planets indicate plenty of money and good position for you
during the period from October to December 2011. Aquarius zodiac sign born are advised not reveal
information their personal and confidential information. You must do honest efforts to get success.
Your career prospects look brighter and better during this year. HOROSCOPE SOLUTIONS
Astrologer say “You motivational things would enable you to achieve your targets thus fulfilling your
dreams this year 2011. You will possess a desire to earn quick money. If you remain focused, you

may produce wonderful results on the work front.” The year 2011 is also seen better to make team
sprit and for that purpose you should aim at making new friends/contacts
.

Family and social Life :The year of 2011 as social and family front you would good news of inheritance of ancestor’s
property. Family support would enable to easy solution of any kind of problems without difficulties and
bringing domestic happiness. The planning of short picnic would rejuvenate spirits and success in
your effort would bring unlimited joy to all. HOROSCOPE SOLUTIONS Astrologers say "You would
enable to realise that you are the most powerful, spiritual and emotional personality on earth”. Paying
the heed to mother advice would give you immense profit.

Health :In the year of 2011 for Aquarius native would be overall progressive for health and would also help in
successfully recovering from illness. At times you would love to indulge in over eating or eating exotic
food but you are advised to proceed with caution. You may have to do some strenuous work but at
the same time don’t neglect your health. Good news for Aquarius sun sign born is that you likely to get
some effective solutions of previous ailments if any. Yoga will raise energy and improve digestive
system. Aquarius zodiac sign born should use innovative things for getting rid from aliments.
Encourage your mind to be receptive to positive emotions like faith, love, hope and it would
automatically positively help in every situation. Make sure you keep yourself away from two vices,
greed and egoism to enable yourself to enjoy the health. A preventive care will still be needed on your
part. Your health would remain fine during this year and regular exercise will give you perfect shape of
your body
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